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Weezo 2.0 turns your computer into a private and secure content exchange area
Weezo ushers in a new era in content sharing. This free application and a few clicks are all it takes
to turn your personal computer into a tailored content-exchange server, remotely accessible by
you and your friends.
Content marked for sharing, attributed to user groups, can be instantly downloaded or consulted,
with the simple use of a Web browser or smartphone. All types of content can be exchanged;
photos, videos, music files, or any other document stored on your computer, as well as webcam,
blogs, forums, RSS feeds or Internet bookmarks.
Hours spent uploading to online sharing services and worries about potential confidentiality
breaches associated with third-party data storage are history; your personal computer becomes
the sole source of data thus ensuring permanent control over displayed and exchanged content.

Your computer at the heart of exchanges
Computers play an increasingly important role in the households: email, music, photos, videos,
instant messaging or games; they are now often switched on all day long, and host an ever-growing
amount of personal data.
Sharing and accessing this private data anywhere, anytime is now a real need that traditional online
solutions cannot fulfill.
Based on a principle of user groups and shared resources, Weezo allows via any Web browser or
smartphone, both private sharing and remote computer access. It can also be used for real-time
audio/video streaming, large files sending or online media publication; Weezo delivers an extensive
range of solutions putting your personal computer at the heart of data exchanges.
At the opposite of traditional online solutions suited to share limited content with a lot of people,
Weezo lets you share a lot of content with a limited number of people.

Sharing with friends and relatives made simple… and powerful
Weezo is easy to use: install the application, define user groups, select the content to be shared
(photos, videos, music, documents, webcam, Internet favorites, RSS feeds, blogs, chat history,
WebTV, and so on), associate content to users and that’s it! In a few clicks, gigabytes of shared
content can be accessed from the Internet.
For example the administrator may have access to webcam, remote administration and all files on
hard disk, while a “friends” group is authorized to stream video files, and a Workmates Group is
authorized to download PowerPoint presentations.
Accessing a Weezo exchange area is as easy as ABC: enter the address http://weezo.net/accountname in a browser, select the group, type in the password and you’re connected!
Shared content is then accessed through an intuitive and user friendly interface.
In addition to this shared resources feature, Weezo provides a host of useful services:
 Remote administration through a powerful range of tools (computer control handover, computer
startup/shutdown, webcam visualization, etc.).




Truly unlimited content sending (no limit on size or number); Weezo automatically generates a
URL download link sent by e-mail or instant messaging to the recipient, who simply clicks to start
downloading or streaming.
Computer-hosted content publishing on blogs or websites, with instantaneous online availability
and immediate removal possibility.

An all-round solution respecting privacy
No specific software needs to be installed to connect to a Weezo exchange area. Data can be
accessed from anywhere: office, cybercafé, friend’s computer… The principle of peer-to-peer content
exchange, optionally hardened by SSL encryption, makes for totally secure transfers; at no time do
the files travel through any third-party server, ensuring privacy of shared information.

Running on reliable technologies
Weezo is built on trusted Apache, PHP and OpenSSL technologies. The open-ended code under PHP
license allows developers to create their own extensions or adapt virtually any existing PHP
application, and then make them available to the user community.

About Weezo
Weezo is developed by Peer2World, an independent software company based in Paris, France.
Initially launched in 2006, version 2 of the Weezo application features a host of new functionalities,
such as mobile access, a simpler and friendlier user interface, support of BitTorrent files exchanges,
instant streaming, and a number of other functionalities for enhanced mobility.
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